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羽.Outlook 

I . Introduction 

τ'he long-awaited “Act on Private International Law relating to Extra-

contractual Obligations and to Property”which entered into force on June 1, 

1999 ° >, appeared to complete the development of the German law on conflicts 

for some time to come. However.，泣由加pressionhas proved加coηect.Since the 

Act was passed，血eGerman legislator h出 madeno fewer than four amendments 

to由e Introductory Act on血e Ci吋lLaw Code (Einfilhrungsgesetz zum 

Bflrgerlichen Gesetzbuch -hereina此er“EGBGB”）. It h踊：

summarised different conflict rules hitherto strewn throughout several 

European Consumer Protection Directives and their Implementing Acts 

into one me槌町eon“E町 opeanconsumer protection”h A此.29aEGBGB, 

by田 Actof June 27, 2002< 2 > (II.); 

created a conflicts rule dealing with intercountry life partnerships in A此

17b EGBGB<3> by the “Act Ending Discrimination Against Single ~ Sex 

Households" (Gesetz z世 Beendigungder Diskrirr由自runggleichgeschlechtlicher 
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Gemeinschaften -Gesetz 1iber Lebenspar知的chaften・日制G)of February 16, 

2001 (4) cm.> ; 
refined血ewaye賞ectsof adoption are treated under the law on conflicts 

in, amon酔to出町s,A此 22p釘国.2 and 3 EGBGB by the"Act Sett也lgLegal 

Issues Relating to Intercountry Adoption" (Gesetz zur Regelwtg von 

Rechtsfragen auf dem Gebiet der internationalen Adoption) of November 5, 

2001 (S) （肌） and位tally

settled the dispute conceπ也iga conflict rule deal泊gwith the allocation of 

由emarital home and household equipment where married couples and life 

p釘 tnerssep釘ateor divorce by血e“ProtectionAgainst Domestic Violence 

Act”（Gewaltschutzgesetz) of December 12, 2001<6 ＞凪A比 17aEGBGB (V.). 

II. European Consumer Protection Law : A比 29a

EGBGB 

The recent cons田nerprotection Directives of出eEuropean legislator on 

abusive contract terms< 7 ＞，出le-sh釘恒g<8 >, distance-selling< 9 > and sale of 

consumer goods00> oblige Member States of the European Union to create legal 

conflict rules：’These紅 eintended to prevent European consumers losing 

protection gu釘 anteedwi仇伽 theUnion where the latter have agreed (or have 

had to agree) with血eircontractual p釘tners-compm首回・出atthe law of a位lird

p釘tystate wi出 lowerstandards of consumer protection will apply. In order to 

ens町 eclarity of German conventional international law and prevent legal 

fragmen-tation, the German legislator decided to consolidate出eprovisions of 

the Directives on private international law in a血igleprovision within出e

EGBGB・i.e.in a new Art. 29a EGBGB<ll). 

Paragraph 1 of位由 provisioncontains a special rule for European consumer 

protection law: If the contractual parties have chosen血elaw of a third pa此y

state in accordance w世lArt. 27 EGBGB, but the contract displays a“close 

connection”加 aMember State，出eabove-mentioned European consumer 

protection provisions of the Directives (c. J A比.29a para. 4 EGBGB) reg：紅dless

of出econtract law selected apply in the version implemented in血eMember 

State concerned. 

τ'he provision does not say what is meant by “close connection" . Considering 
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all C註cums句ncesof a given回seproves decisive although account回nbe taken 

of nationality, habitual residence of the consumer, seat of the company, where 

血econtract w酪 concluded佃 dwhere performance was回目iedout 02>. Such a 

connec悦onis, however, presumed首位1econtract紅 ・oseo叫ngto a public offer or 

a public advertisement of the company凪aMember State of the Union (para. 2 

no. 1) and the consumer h槌 hadhis habitual residence恒 a(not necessarily the 

same03≫ Member State (para. 2 no. 2) when m副 nghis decl釘 ationto contract. 

Article 29a EGBGB d貨ers仕omArt. 29 para. 1 EGBGB -the reference rule for 

consumer contracts originating仕omthe Rome Convention on出elaw applicable 

to contractual obligations (Art. 5)-mainly in出reepo凪.ts:

First, whereas A此.29 EGBGB only relates to contracts on the delivery of 

movables or the provision of services to consumers釦 dunderlying financ泊g

唱reements,Art. 29a EGBGB applies in relation to contracts of all M叫 s.

Secondly, whereas A比 29para. 1 EGBGB compels the applier of law to 

compare the law selected by the parties wi血 血eright of residence of the 

co田町nerand出ento apply the law most beneficial to血elatter （“comparison of 

benefit”），A比.29apぽa.1 EGBGB states unconditionally that血elaw of血eMem-

ber State to which吐1ereis a “close connection”is to apply.τ'his is血e伺 seeven

首位1elatter offers a lower protection than the law selected. From the view of 

European law出 sconsequence is questionable 04> but unavoidable according to 

the wording of the provision. In this respect, the European consumer conflicts 

law l喝sbehind出einternational conv1叩 .tionrule of A此.29EGBGB. 

Third, the interpretation of Art. 29 EGBGB must be determined by the 

wording and aim of由eRome Convention considering that it originates仕om組

international convention and, in partic叫ar,that rules contained in international 

conventions must be uniforr叫yinterpreted in all contracting states as f釘槌

possible (c. f Art. 36 EGBGB). By contrast, A此.29a EGBGB加plementsE町 0・

pe釦 Directivelaw. It出ereforereq凶resan interpretation which complies with 

European law and, in par甘c叫釘， Directives.According to A此 234ECτ'reaty，，血e

competence to decide questions of interpretation ultimately lies with the 

European Court of Justice os>. 
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ID. Private international law on registered町e

partnerships : Art. 17b EGBGB 

官1eGerman legislator created a legal企ameworkfor the cohabitation of single-

sex p紅白1ersfor岱1efirst time by出eLife Partnership Act (LPartG) 2001. Whilst 

血emodel of mar司agelargely determines substantive law goverr也lgthe pa凶ner-

ship in tern凶 ofits founding, personal and matrimonial property requirements, 

dissolution of partnership and inheritance rights, A比 17bEGBGB contains auto-

nomous -and unnecessarily complicated -conflict rules goverr由lgthe jurisdic-

tional basis of inteロrationalpartnerships.’The private interilational law of世e

Pぽt-nershipsessentially consists of five rules: 

First，吐IBfounding組 ddissolution of a (single・sex)p釘加ershipand its effects 

on personal and property rights is subject to由elaw of出estate in which the 

partnership was registered (A此.17b p釘a.1 sentence 1 EGBGB). Since to date 

only a small number of legal systems have reco伊izeds泊gle-sexpartnershipsαs 

αlegαl iiηsti加te(l6），世出e田 町es泣凶ineach case a law system ordinance can be 

applied which provides express rules for出elegal issues mentioned above m>. At 

出esame t加e,this also allows partners to consciously decide in favour of rules 

of a 印刷nlegal system by select同出eregistration state os>. If homo-sexual 

couples accordingly decide to register in Germany, then the personal and 

property effects of their relationship and a later dissolution釘 eSU凶ectto Ger-

m佃 laweven if the p紅白1ersdo not have either German citizenship or their 

habitual residence w抽飢thecountry. Dispensing wi白血yobjective relationship 

wi出 theauthoritative legal system in this way is certainly unusual and 

contradicts由emaxims normally adopted by interilB.tional far凶lylawU9l. If single-

sex partners have registered the仕relationshipin different states出en,underthe

law of conflicts，恥l槌 tregistration takes priority (A此.l 7b para. 3 EGBGB). 

Second，面 relationto the consequences of the partnership on maintenance 

and inheritance rights, Art. 17b para. 1 sentence 2, half-sentence 1 EGBGB 

refers to“general pro司sions”.Whether a life partner succeeds the o出.eris 

therefore decided by出elaw of the home state of the dece舗 edin accordance 

with A此.25 p:ぽa.1 EGBGB.官1eque副 on踊 towhe出.erand under which 

conditions a町ep釘加.ercan cla加 maintenance企'Omthe other should be 
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determined (20l by the provisions of the Hague Convention on the Law Applicable 

to Maintenance Obligations of 2nd October, 1973(2!) (the text is iderr泊四1岡山thatof 

Art. 18 EGBGB）.百usinternational treaty governs maintenance duties res叫ting

企om“familyrelationships" (Art. 1) ; broadly interpreted, this can also cover 

relationships between single-sex p釘阻ers（辺）． Where the inheritance or 

maintenance law relied on does not grant any泊heritanceright or maintenance 

claim, then出eprovisions of血eregistration s匂.te釘 eto be applied ag泊nぉ a

substitute (Art. l 7a p釘a.1 sentence 2, half-s阻 tence2 EGBGB). 

Third, Art. 17b p釘a.2 sentence 1 EGBGB refers to an analogous application 

of A比 10para. 2 EGBGB regarding the田 eof a name: Accordingly, the par回ers

C組 whenor after entering into the partnership choose the names they wish to 

use加 thefuture either according to the law of出ehome state of one of the 

participants or according to German law江oneof the partners has his habitual 

residence within the country. 

Fourth，加 orderto protect legal relations of the home state A此.17b para. 2 

sentence 2 EGBGB （泊 connectionwi位1§ 8 para. 1 and 2 LPartG) also refers to 

individual provisions of German law where the effects of the registered 

partnership on personal and property rights釘esubject to the law of a fore頓1

registration state. Under certain circumstances therefore, one life p訂 tneris 

liable for the transactions of the other and抗ispresumed in the interests of出e

creditor of one p釘 tnerthat movables in the possession of the life p訂 tner(where 

出eyare located in within出estate) belong to the debtor (so that they回 nbe exe-

cuted wi位lOUtdiffic叫ty).官出 regi.血.tionlargely corresponds to A比.16 p紅 a.2 

EGBGB applicable泊 relationto m釘Tiedcouples. 

Fifth, a life partnership registered abroad cannot trigger o貨 effectsany more 

extensive than those provided for under German law according to A此.17b p釘 a.

4EGBGB.官出 regulationh部 howevernot been wholly位ioughtthrough (23). For 

example, if出efore泡np訂旬erin a German-foreign life partnership dies，位ien

succession is determined by the law of the home state of the deceased (Art. 25 

para. 1 EGBGB) (24l. If this law grants the surviving partner a share of the inheri-

tance which exceeds the inheritance right provided for under German law (c. f 

§ 10 LPartG), then・江出e町ecomm山首Wwas register吋 αbroαd-the surviving 

partner can receive no more than出atwhich is provided under German law（お）．
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Where the par加ershipw田 registered伽 Gern叫 .nythen, by contrast, the law of 

血ehome state of the dece槌 edfore国lpartner applies wi仕10utrestriction. 

Exactly why血epl.ace of registratioηshould constitute an approp由tecriterion 

determining the e刻stence皿 dextent of a share加 m凪heri'国 leeis not clear, 

however. 

IV. Rule for e百ectsof adoption: A此.22 paras. 2, 3 

EGBGB 

官leGerman Federal Republic ratified血eHague Convention on血e

Protection of Children and Co-operation in Respect of Intercountry Adoption by 

an Act of 23 October 2001 <25>. However, this Convention does not determine 

either international jurisdiction in the adoption procedure or the law applicable 

thereto. Rather, it simply determines血em卸加umsubstantive law and 

procedural requirements in relation to intercountry adoptions of minors and 

governs co-operation amongst contracting states <27>. At由esame time, the 

legislator has established the recognition of foreign adoptions in general without 

taking出eappli伺 b泌tyof血eHague Convention on Intercountry Adoption into 

account by出e“Acton the Effects of Adoption”（Adoptions叫rkungsgese匂）（忽）；

凪thiscontext, A此.22 EGBGB was also amended. 

First of all, p釘 a1 of吐血m朗 S町 e回同blishes位mtadoption is subject to the 

law of出estate to which血eadopting party belongs when adopting the child 

(sentence 1) ; according tοsentence 2, adoption by a married adoptive parent is 

SU凶ectto the law on出eeffects of marriage (Art. 14 EGBGB). According to血e

new p釘 a.2，位leright of adoption determined in配 cordancewith p紅a.1 also 

includes the “effects of adoption relating to the kinship between血echild and 

adopting pa比y".Article 22 p釘 a.3 sentences 1 and 3 EGBGB enables a testa加r

to place an adopted d世din出esame position錨 achild adopted under German 

law in terms of inheritance rights regardless of出elaw goverr由lgadoption in the 

form of a disposition勿ω付iscausαif succession is subject to German law. 

Article 22 para. 3 sentence 2 EGBGB also provides for a corresponding 

possibility where the adoption decision of a foreign au血orityor of a fore取1

cou此 isto be recogr也edwithin the country,. 

At伽std釘tce，枕lenew provisions are not面lffiediatelycomprehensible. 
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A此.icle22 p紅 a.2 EGBGB only makes clear that the law applicable to adoption in 

para. 1 governs not only the req凶rementsbut also the effects of an adoption, i. 

e. in partic叫釘， whe血erin legal terms the act of adoption completely releases 

血echild仕omiぬ originalfar凶Jyand integrates it into血eadoptive far凶ly(so・

called“strong”adoption) or at least allows some legal relationships with the original 

far凶Jyto e泌st(so・回lled“weak” adoption) . Effects exceeding this ・whetherthe 

adopting party e. g. receives p訂 entalcare for the child or becomes liable to 

sup po凶 it－釘enot determined accordi噌 tothe adoption right部 thewording of 

A此.22 para. 2 EGBGB could suggest but配 cordingto the legal system which 

governs the parent-child relationship in general (Art. 21 EGBGB) or the 

maintenance rights (H唱ueConvention on廿leLaw Applicable to Maintenance 

Obliga位ons<29>).（.鈎）

In tl由 respect,difficulties are mainly ca田 edby血edistinction between 

adoption阻 d泊heritancerights<31).官leright of an adoptive child to succeed its 

adoptive parents （組dvice vぽ鈎） can be reg釘dedbo曲部 aneffect of adoption 

p町 ・suantto A此.22 EGBGB and槌 aquestion of the right to加heritpursuant to 

A此.25 para. 1 EGBGB.官由 qualificationa悦ainspracti回limpo此ancewhere the 

right to adopt and泊heritare not identical. Certainly, the law of the home state 

of the adoptor or the t回 tatoris 児島町・edto in each c描 eby A比 22para. I 

EGBGB and also by the conflicts rule rela出18to加heritancerights of A此.25 

P釘a.I EGBGB. However, both rights diverge if e.g.出eadoption right of spouses 

with different nationalities is deteロ凶ned加 accordancewith A比 22para. I 

sentence 2, 14 p釘a.1 no. 2 EGBGB by reference to the habitual residence of the 

spouses at that time or江anadoptive parent has changed nationality following 

adoption. 

In such c槌 esa distinction must be made：τ'he law of the home state of the 

dece槌 edadoptive parent refeπed to in acco吋 組 問 wi出 A此.25 para. 1 EGBGB 

deterr凶neswhether the adoptive child has an泊heri回nceright upon the death 

of his adoptive relatives and whether世曲面heritanceright req凶resa“strong” 

adoption or whether it also e羽stsin the c部 eof a“w回 kadoption”. By contrast, 

the legal system goverr由18adoption in accordance with Art. 22 p訂 a.2 EGBGB 

decides whether there is配 tuallya“strong”or“weak”adoption凪 agiven 

C邸 e<32>.A“weak" adoption w盟o此enbe insufficient to grant an adoptive child 
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the right tοsucceed his adoptive p釘 entor吐1erelatives of the latter -e. g. the 

adoptive grandparents.τ'he new A此.22 p釘a.3 sentence 1 EGBGB has been 

provided for吐血伺se:It allows the testator to place the child adopted “weakly” 

on an equal footing with one which has been adopted “strongly" and thereby 

grant it a complete right to凪herit.恒由 req凶resthat血ec踊 ebe SU同ectto 

German inheritance law and吐mt血etestator has made a coη・esponding order in 

the form of a disposition mortis causα（i. e. by will or deed of inheritance) （.おl.

If adoption has been carried out by a court or by釦 officialdecision made 

abroad，出eireffects must be reco.郡izedin Germany 配 cordingto § 16a of the 

“Act Regula也lgJurisdiction over Non-Contentions Matters" (Gesetz fiber die fr-

ei'刷出geGerichtsbarkeit -FGG) .首位由 fore泡n“decreedadoption" is only con-

nected wi血“weak"e質ectsof adoption, only these e質ects釘 e山 oreco伊ized

within the country＜叫 Here,A此.22 para. 3 sentence 2 EGBGB likewise gr鉱山

the possibility to prevent the adoptive child being disadvantaged in terms of 

inheritance rights. 

V. Allocation of marital home and distribution of 
household equipment : A此.17aEGBGB

If married couples cannot agree槌加 whomthe home or household 

equipment should devolve upon separation or divorce，吐血 willbe decided by 

the judge加 aspec凶 procedure( § § 1361a, 136lb BGB, § 1 p訂a.1 Household 

Equipment Order・Hausratsvero吋n田ig(35））.官1esame applies in relation to regi-

ste -red partnerships ( § § 13, 14, 17・19LPartG）.世ea出igthis legal institution 

under the law of conflicts used to be very controversial. Some c踊 elaw and 

literature classified it under the general effects of marriage, but it is sometimes 

seen踊 raisingissues relating to the law govern加gmain ten釦 ceor divorce (3Gl. 

τ'he legislator h槌 nowsettled this dispute. An“Act lmpro吋ngProtection 

under Civil Law in the Case of Violent Acts" (Gesetz zur Verbesserung des 

zivilrechtlichen Schutzes bei Gewalttaten) <37lwhich entered into force on 1 J.釘mary

2002 -which peロ凶.tsjudicial protective me泊町esmainly where a family member 

(usually the husband)becomes violent towards other far凶lymembers (usually the 

wife and children)-provides in the newly created A此.17a EGBGB, that German 

law applies to血eright of beneficial use for a marital home and household 
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eq凶pmentsituated wi位 血 血ecountry just部 itdoes加 relationto the 

“associated prohibitions on entering premises, approaching and contac出g

persons”． τ'his makes it considerably easier to apply the law within出ecountry, 

pa此ic叫arlyin summary procedures to be carried out here, since there is no 

need for a也ne-co田町凶nginvestigation of fore頓1law(38l. 

Where the question concen由lgallocation of a marital home or of household 

equipment effects situated abroad arises wi吐血 thecountη，the “one-sided” 

conflicts rule of A比 l7a EGBGB must be elaborated into a“universal rule" by 

analogy.四elaw of the country of siti必 isthen authoritative. Any property law 

effects of a distribution of household eq凶pmentor加 allocationof the home (e. 

g. the method and nature of acq凶ringproperty) are, in any event, subject to the lex 

rei sitae (Art. 43 p.紅 a.1 EGBGB) wi出 re伊rdto the objects situated both within 

the country and abroad. 

百. Outlook 

Once the τ'reaty of Amsterdam of 2ru1 October 1997(39l had created, for the first 

time, the legal foundations for uni削ngconflict laws in the Member States of the 

European Union in Articles 61 c） 副65b), a European羽 deharmonization of 

legal me邸 ures加 thefield of private international law became imr凶nent.τ'he

preliminary dra丘ofa proposal for a European Regulation on the law applicable 

to extra-contractual obligations has already been made. A re吋sionof the Rome 

Convention is being prepared. In addition, a unification of international marital 

property and inheritance law is cu汀entlybe加gcontemplated at a European 

level.’Therefore, the further development of German private international law 

will primarily be decided in Brussels. 
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